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Thematic maps 
Efficient and emotional ambassadors of statistical results
The days are long gone, when statistical publications consisted merely of hundreds of pages of 
black&white text pages and tables – usually very hard to consume for the user and contributing 
to the odd image of statistics. Easy-to-understand static or interactive charts and thematic 
maps constitute today a rapidly growing information object within modern statistical publica-
tions. They helped tremendously with mainstreaming statistical results amongst a large and 
proactive public audience. The Swiss Federal Statistical Office has a 125-year long tradition in 
applying thematic maps and atlases in its publications series, but is has never seen a demand 
for maps as large as in recent times. From only a few dozen or a hundred maps per year 
throughout most parts of the 20th century, production and dissemination have increased to 
currently over 5,000 maps p.a. Maps, and increasingly interactive maps embedded in da-
tabases, are amongst the top download assets of all publications. 

Apart from activities on the national level, also cantonal and city offices, as well as other private 
and government institutions, increasingly publish their own statistical maps and atlases in all 
different media. In our information society, together with other visual means of expression, 
maps will be even more requested during the coming years, as they do not only show statistical 
topics and distribution, but also temporal and spatial aspects of statistics in one simple image. 
As mirrors of our life, as «travel guides» through societies, they will become indispensable ele-
ments in the statistical dissemination process and continue to tell vibrant stories about the 
state, about citizens and the living together of them.

When maps appear in statistical publications, their significance goes beyond the pure 
localization of values for users or the «decoration and easing of publications», which 
are otherwise – without illustrations – not easy to understand. In practice, maps can be 
considered in statistical publications for manifold reasons:
• Maps locate results and show the spatial distribution and temporal evolution of a 

phenomenon. 
• Maps enable comparisons and answer multiple questions: between different areas in 

one map, between different topics in different maps, between variables for the same 
area in one map or between time periods. 

• Maps confirm and validate statistical findings. 
• Maps, atlases and geographic information systems store and distribute spatial 

knowledge.
• Maps support textual and tabular information that are only difficult to explain.
• Maps have a synoptic character and summarize large amounts of information, esp. 

numerical information. They reduce complexity. 
• Maps convey a concept or an idea and tell stories. They are a democratic means, 

easy to understand and can help to better communicate the whole statistical agenda 
and thus contribute to the overall acceptance of statistics. 

Maps are colourful and have a general positive image. They appeal to the user’s curio-
sity and attract attention to a publication.
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Population density map (2016) from the 
Graphical-statistical atlas 1997-2017 (FSO) Population density map (1888) – first map 

published by the FSO as part of the yearbook (1891)

Density map on public instructions (1826, France) – 
first statistical map every published (INSEE)

Languages in Switzerland (2000) – from data to 
map (FSO)

Popular vote map (1993) – August 1st initiative – 
using icons as proportional symbols (FSO)

Employees in tourism (2016) – interactive map from the Sta-
tistical Atlas of Switzerland using catchy icons as proportional 
symbols (FSO)

Interactive, embeddable thematic map (2004) with 
live updates on election Sundays (FSO)

FSO developed a special method to distinguish inha-
bited/economically active areas from uninhabited 
areas for a more precise representation of statistical 
results in administrative units (FSO)

Land cover (vegetation) in Macedonia (2000) – map 
using a rare method for showing absolute values in 
surfaces (Streifenkartogramm, T. Schulz)

Two examples of the same map – showing absolute 
and relative data (above: simple map with overlay, below: 
area proportional absolute/relative map with no overlay 
of symbols for a better interpretation) (FSO)
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